Kan's 21st annual special Chinese New Year's menu

Year of the Tiger 4672
FEBRUARY 2, 1974

special chinese new year's dinner
8.00 PER PERSON (Min.)

appetizers:
fish rolls
[Jow Yow Yee]
crisped "monk's food"
[Gawn Jai]

soup:
diced winter melon soup
[Doong Gwa Gai Nup Tong]

entrees:
cashew chicken saute
[Yew Dow Gai Kow]

pineapple pork with lychee fruit
[Lychee Goo Lo Yuke]
lobster and prawns a la kan
[See Jup Loong Hah - Hah Kow]
fried rice a la sheldon
[Ngah Choy Chow Fon]
snow peas with imported black mushrooms
[Lon Dow, Doong Goo]

DESSERT:
assorted chinese cookies
riverside tangerines
melon and cocoanut glace

service for six includes:
peking beef
[Peking Ngow Yuke]

service for ten includes:
red fried soyo squab
[Hoong Siew Bok Opp]

Dinner includes this complimentary
New Year's dish from Chef Pui Wong
Gluten puffs, button mushrooms
with bamboo shoots
[Mein Gunn, Mo Goo, Jook Soon]
THE KING OF ALL LAND ANIMALS, THE TIGER IS THE EMBLEM OF STRENGTH, COURAGE AND IS A GUARD AGAINST EVIL FORCES. THOSE BORN UNDER HIS RULE COMMAND RESPECT, ARE AGGRESSIVE IN TEMPERAMENT, SENSITIVE AND DEEP.

WHAT IS YOUR BIRTHDATE SYMBOL? TO FIND THE LUNAR ANIMAL THAT MAY BE AFFECTING YOUR DESTINY, LOCATE YOUR BIRTH YEAR ON THE OUTER RIM OF THE ZODIAC. THE ANIMAL RULING THAT YEAR APPEARS BELOW THE DATE.